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Welcome to Feast and Field! Please sign the agreement on page 4 and fill out the
Stripe Form Here to begin the process of selling on our marketplace. Send
agreement to customerservice@feastandfield.net.
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When we receive the onboarding form, we will follow up with instructions on
how to incorporate your inventory into Feast and Field. This will either be
integration with your current Ecommerce platform, or link to Google Sheet. 

02 When completed agreement comes into our team, we will reply with a
welcome email with a link to our onboarding form. This includes all
information about your business, your inventory, shipping preferences, etc. 

When inventory is ready, our developer builds out your products in the
Feast and Field shop. We will email you when your marketplace is ready to
test / approve.
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05 Upon your approval to go live, we will make your marketplace "live" and share
it to any content or other advertising you are running with Feast and Field.

Updates to your inventory or any other questions are emailed to our
support team through a ticket, and we will provide a timeline upon receipt.

0 Days

24-48 Hours

24-48 Hours

1 Week

24-48 Hours

+

Process &
Timelines

Your marketplace could be live in as soon as two weeks!
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https://shop.feastandfield.net/pages/stripe-onboarding-form
https://form.asana.com/?k=ERxO5zNc6rt-vRXOhiKgyA&d=1199077127112588


FAQs

How do you get my inventory into the marketplace?

We can sync with some Ecommerce platforms and choose certain products to display. The products we bring over
will include any variations, images, description, pricing, and other data.
We can sync a Google Sheet with a list of your products. You will then manage product information and inventory
levels by updating the Google Sheet.

There are two options for syncing your products into our marketplace.
1.

2.

It can take as little as two weeks, but that is given you provide our team with the necessary information in a timely
fashion. It takes approx. one week to build your marketplace once we have all your inventory, shipping and any
other needs finalized.

How Long Will it take to get my marketplace live?

How is Shipping Set Up
We strongly encourage our partners to offer free shipping and factor the actual shipping price into the product
prices. In certain circumstances, you may offer a flat rate shipping charge.  

How do I fulfill my Orders?
If we are syncing your inventory to your Ecommerce platform, you can have orders flow directly into there for
fulfillment. If not, we will set you up with a portal on Feast and Field where you can view and fulfill all orders. You will
receive a new order email each time one is placed, also.

How do I Get Paid?
Each vendor must complete the Stripe Form Here that gives us the ability to automatically collect all the money for
each order via a Stripe account. We will then pass it back to you minus our commission. Commission only applies to
the order, not shipping.

How do we handle Returns?
Each vendor is responsible for their own returns. You can define your policy, whether that be "No returns" or if you
have certain terms. We will ask you for your return policy during onboarding.
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How do we handle Taxes?
Because Feast and Field is collecting payments, we are also responsible for collecting and remitting sales tax.
Therefore, no sales taxes will be passed back to our vendors.

https://shop.feastandfield.net/pages/stripe-onboarding-form
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Thank you for partnering with Feast and Field!
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Feast and Field Commission is set at 15%. 


